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Abstract 
A hexagonal system is a connected plane graph without cut vertices in which each interior face is 
a regular hexagon. A linear algorithm is proposed to find a perfect matching in a hexagonal system 
or show that there are none. This improves on the complexity of previous methods. 
1. Introduction 
A hexagonal system is a connected plane graph without cut vertices in which each 
interior face is a regular hexagon. A perfect matching, or Kekule structure, of 
a hexagonal system is a set of disjoint edges which covers all vertices. Standard 
algorithms for matching in bipartite graphs [S] can, of course, be used to find such 
a perfect matching or to show there are none. Recently several specialized and 
practically more efficient algorithms, often exploiting a result of Sachs [7], have been 
proposed [4,6,8,9]. None of these algorithms has a time complexity linear in the size 
of the input. In this paper we present a linear algorithm for perfect matching in 
hexagonal systems. Efficiently solving this problem is of interest in chemistry [2] as 
empirical evidence shows that a hexagonal system corresponds to a benzenoid 
molecule if and only if it has a Kekule structure. 
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Fig. I 
We assume that all hexagonal systems discussed in this paper are drawn in the 
plane so that one of their edge directions is parallel to the y-axis. This assumption is 
not restrictive and is made for convenience in stating results. 
Before stating the algorithm, we need the following notation and definitions. A peak 
(ualley) of a hexagonal system H is a vertex all of whose neighbors are below (above) it. 
Thus a peak or valley has degree 2. A line segment is a cut of H if its two ends are the 
midpoints of two parallel boundary edges (i.e. they are on the border of H) and it is 
contained in the interior region of H's border except for its two ends. All cuts 
mentioned below are horizontal. As H has no hole (or interior face different from 
a hexagon) any cut C partitions H into two connected parts, one (denoted by UB(C)) 
is above it and called its upper bank and the other (denoted by LB(C)) is below it and 
called its lower bank. See the example given in Fig. 1. For a cut C, let H(C, H) denote 
the subhexagonal system which consists of all hexagons intersecting C. 
We define the cut graph C(H) of a hexagonal system H as follows: its vertex set 
consists of all cuts of H, and two vertices ci and cj are adjacent if for their correspond- 
ing cuts Ci and Cj the intersection of H(Ci, H) and H(C,, H) is not empty. From now 
on ‘a vertex of C(H)’ will be considered as synonymous to ‘a cut of H’. 
Now we show that C(H) is connected and has no cycle. Thus it is a tree. Since H is 
connected, by its definition C(H) is connected. For each cut C, if its lower bank and its 
upper bank both contain some cuts, then C is a cut vertex of C(H). So if C(H) has 
a cycle, say V’, then the cuts in H neighbors of a vertex of W are at the same level. So all 
cuts in H corresponding to vertices of %? occupy two levels. Let C be the leftmost one 
of these cuts having higher level and C’ be the leftmost one of these cuts having lower 
level. One can check that one of C and C’ has degree 1 in %?. This is a contradiction. 
From now on, we call C(H) the cut tree of H. 
Fig. 2. 
A leaf of a subtree of C(H) (a leaf of a tree is a vertex with degree 1) is an upper 
(lower) leaf if the cut with which it is associated is above (below) the cut associated with 
its adjacent vertex. If the subtree contains only one vertex, then by convention the 
vertex is both an upper leaf and a lower leaf. Fig. 2 shows a hexagonal system and its 
cut tree. 
Let H be a hexagonal system and c=xl, x2, . . , xk be a sequence of peaks and 
valleys in clockwise order along the border of H (a may or may not include all peaks 
and valleys of H). A peak p and a valley u are said to be c - left (right) adjacent if they 
are consecutive in o and v precedes (follows) p (if the context allows no confusion, we 
use the term ‘left (right) adjacent’). 
Let G be a subgraph of H. For a cut C, let a,,,,(C) (c~i~,~(C)) be the sequence of 
peaks and valleys in the upper (lower) bank of C in clockwise order along the border 
of H beginning at the left (right) end of C. Let CT”,,~(C, G) (o&C, G)) be the 
subsequence of cup, M(C) (a,,, H (C)) which is contained in G. 
A monotone path system of H is a set of disjoint monotonically decreasing paths of 
H in which each path issues at a peak and ends at a valley. A perfect path system of H is 
a monotone path system which covers all peaks and valleys. 
In [3] and [7], it is proved that a hexagonal system has a Kekule structure if and 
only if it has a perfect path system. In [l] and [4] it is shown that if H has a perfect 
path system then the induced matching between peaks and valleys is unique. From 
a perfect path system we can easily construct a perfect matching as follows: include all 
nonvertical edges in the monotone paths and vertical edges not in the monotone 
paths. 
In Section 2, we state an algorithm to determine a perfect path system for a hexa- 
gonal system or show there are none, and prove its correctness. In Section 3, we show 
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how to implement the algorithm in linear time. Therefore we can find a perfect 
matching from the perfect path system if there is one or show there are none in linear 
time. 
2. Algorithm 
We first describe the principle of the algorithm. Let H be the input hexagonal 
system. In the rules of the algorithm given below, we use G to denote the current 
subgraph of H, C(G) the current tree related to G (a subtree of C(H), specified below) 
and 9 the set of monotone paths found up to now. Initialize G to be H and C(G) to be 
C(H). Suppose the number of peaks and the number of valleys in H are the same. 
Choose a leaf x of C(G); if ) C(G)1 > 1 (( * ( is the cardinality of *) and x is an upper 
(lower) leaf, let a(x) be ~“~,~,(x, G) (~lo,I, (x, G)); if 1 C(G) I= 1, let o(x) be the union of 
&p,Hb G) and ( glo,Hk G)) with ~up.H(-Y> G) P receding ~,,&x, G). If x is an upper 
(lower) leaf and o(x) only contains valleys (peaks), then return that H has no Kekule 
structure and stop; if x is an upper (lower) leaf and CT(X) contains only peaks (valleys), 
then delete x from C(G). Otherwise, select an adjacent pair of peak p and valley r in 
CJ(X); if they are left-adjacent (right-adjacent), find the leftmost (rightmost) monotone 
path in G from p to L’ if there is one; if there is no such path, then return that H has no 
Kekule structure and stop; otherwise delete the path from G. Repeat the foregoing 
procedure until a perfect path system is found or H is shown to have no Kekule 
structure. Using the notation just introduced, the rules of the algorithm are the 
following. 
Algorithm MHS 
Input: H, a hexagonal system. 
Output: 9 a perfect path system if it exists. Otherwise return that H has no Kekule 
structure. 
Step 0: If the number of peaks and the number of valleys are different then return that 
H has no Kekule structure and stop. Otherwise build the cut tree C(H). 
Initialize 9 to be empty, G to be H and C(G) to be C(H). 
Step 1: (1) If C(G) is empty then return 9 and stop, otherwise choose a leaf x of C(G). 
Test if x is an upper or lower leaf and determine a(x). 
(2) If x is an upper (lower) leaf of C(G) and a(x) is not empty and contains 
only valleys (peaks), return that H has no Kekule structure and stop. 
(3) If x is an upper (lower) leaf and a(x) contains only peaks (valleys) then 
delete x from C(G) and return to Step 1. 
Step 2: (1) Repeatedly choose an adjacent pair of peak p and valley 1: in D(X) and do 
the following until there is no such pair or H is shown not to have a Kekule 
structure: 
If p and L’ are left adjacent (right adjacent) in a(x), then find the leftmost 
(rightmost) monotone path P from p to c‘ in G. If such a path exists, then add 










Fig. 3. After C1, C’?, C3 and C, are consecutively deleted (b). After algorithm MHS stops (c). 
P to 9, delete P, i.e. its vertices and incident edges from G, otherwise return 
that H has no Kekule structure and stop. 
(2) Return to Step l(2). 
Remark. If H has a Kekule structure, then the very last adjacent peak and valley 
found by MHS are both left adjacent and right adjacent in O(X). So there are two 
possible ways to find a monotone path between them (the leftmost or rightmost 
monotone path). As in the following example, a monotone path between p3 and 
vg different from the one shown in Fig. 3(c) may be found by the algorithm. 
The example (Fig. 3) illustrates how algorithm MHS works. 
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In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm, we need several lemmas. Let 
H be a hexagonal system and P be a monotone path from a peak to a valley. Then 
H-P may have several connected components. A connected component of H-P is 
said to be a leff (right) component if the edges between P and itself are on the left (right) 
of P. The left hunk (right bank) of P consists of all left (right) components, the edges 
between P and these components and P itself. The intersection of the left bank and the 
right bank of P is P. 
Lemma 2.1. Let L he a monotone path from a peak p to a valley v in a hexagonal system 
H, and a the sequence ofall peaks and valleys clockwise along the border of H with p as 
first element. Then the elements between p and v in a are on the right bank of L and the 
others on the left bank. 
Proof. Since there are two paths from p to v along the border of H, we direct each of 
them from p to v. So each of the paths has a direction, and each of the edges in the 
paths has a direction as well. Let P, be the path directed clockwise along the border, 
and P, be the other. Now we show that PI and P, are contained in the right bank and 
left bank of L respectively. So the lemma is true. We only prove the above conclusion 
for PI. If there is an edge of PI which is not on the right bank of L, let e be that one 
closest to p along P,. Then the tail x of e is in L and the head of e is not. If the subpath 
Pi of PI with ends p and x is contained in L, then the edge e’ of L which is incident 
with x but not in Pi does not belong to any hexagon of H for H is on the right hand 
side of P, when PI is followed in the direction of its orientation. This is a contradic- 
tion. So let e” be the edge of Pi closest to e but not contained in L. It is in the right 
bank of L. Since H is always on the right hand side of PI and L is monotone, the edges 
of PI between the head of e” and the tail of e are directed downwards for otherwise the 
edge of L which is incident with e” but not on PI does not belong to any hexagon of H. 
Again e’ does not belong to any hexagon of H, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let pl, cl, pz, v2 be a sequence of two peaks pl, pz and two valleys vl, v2 of 
a hexagonal system H ordered clockwise (counterclockwise) along the border of H. If 
H hus u perfect path system in which there is a monotone path with ends pi and vi (i = 1,2), 
then there is a cut C such that p1 and v1 are in one bank of C and pz and v2 are in the 
other bunk. 
Proof. First we assume that pl, vl, p2, v2 are in clockwise order along the border. Let 
S be the leftmost shortest path from p1 to v2. Let R be the monotone path between 
p1 and vi and L be the monotone path between pz and v2 in the perfect path system. 
Then R and L are disjoint. By Lemma 2.1, v2 and pz are in the left bank of R. By the 
choice of S, it never crosses R or L (although it may have a common subpath with R or 
L) and is on the left banks of both R and L. Direct S from p1 to v2. Any cut of H only 
cuts S once. Indeed if there is a cut C cutting S at least twice, then let e and e’ be the 
first and the second edges in S closest to p1 which intersect C. Then e and e’ have 
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different directions, i.e. one is directed upwards and the other downwards. If e is 
directed downwards, let P1 by the subpath of S from the tail t of e to the head h of e’. 
Let P, be the path from t to h consisting of the non-vertical edges in H(C, H). Clearly 
(S-P,)uP2 contains a path from pi to v2 which has at least one less edge than S. This 
contradicts the choice of S. Similarly there is a contradiction if e is directed upwards. 
There are two cases: 
Case 1: There is no vertical edge in S. 
Then p1 is on the right of ul. Let S’ be the segment of the border of H from v1 to 
pi (clockwise). The first edge closest to v2 in S’ is not in S and the last edge closest to 
v2 in S’ is in S. So let u be the vertex in SnS’ such that the subpath S1 of S’ from v2 to 
u intersects S only at v2 and u. Let S2 be the subpath of S with ends v2 and u. Thus 
SluSz is a cycle. Let H’ be the subhexagonal system which has border S1uS2. Since 
each interior face of G is a regular hexagon, any hexagon which has a common edge 
with S, will be contained in H’. Thus the hexagon s which contains v2 is in H’. So the 
first and the second edges of L closest to v2 are in s as well as in H’. By noting that L is 
a monotonically increasing path, we can check that the third edge of L closest to 
a2 also is in H’ and so on. Finally we have that p2 is in H’. Thus p2 is in S1 and 
therefore is in S’. This is a contradiction to the assumption of the lemma. 
Case 2: There are some vertical edges in S. 
Then we have the following two subcases: 
Subcase 1: All vertical edges in S are directed downwards. 
Note that vi and p2 are not at the same level with respect to the y-axis. 
(a) Assume vi is higher than p2. Then consider a cut C which cuts S and is on a level 
between that of u1 and that of pz. Since all vertical edges of S are directed downward, 
R is the upper bank of C and L is in the lower bank. 
(b) Assume vi is lower than pz. If v1 is on the left of L, then consider the cut C which 
cuts S and is just below vi. Then C does not cut L for its right end is on the left of L. 
Since all vertical edges of S are directed downwards, pi is in the upper bank and ua is 
in the lower bank of C. Thus vi is in the upper bank and pz is in the lower bank of C. 
In a similar way, we can obtain the same conclusion when ui is on the right of L. 
Subcase 2: There are edges in S directed upwards. 
Let e be the edge directed upwards which is closest to p1 in S. Then consider the cut 
C which cuts e. Since C only cuts S once, v1 is in the upper bank and p1 is in the lower 
bank of C. So C does not cut L and R, pz and v2 are in the upper bank and p1 and 
v1 are in the lower bank of C. 
If pl, vl, p2, v2 are in counterclockwise order along the border, by symmetry of 
peaks and valleys, we can prove the conclusion similarly. 0 
From now on, we assume that H denotes the input hexagonal system and G denotes 
the current subgraph of H as in algorithm MHS. 
Lemma 2.3. If in algorithm MHS C is deleted as an upper (lower) 1eaJ then oUp, n(C, G) 
(o,,,H(C, G)) contains only peaks (valleys) or it is empty after this deletion. 
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Proof. From the algorithm, we know that when C is deleted, guP, H(~, G) (ar,,I,(~, G)) 
contains only peaks (valleys). Since during the calculation the algorithm always 
deletes vertices from G, the lemma is true. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let C and C’ he two distinct cuts qf H, and L he the unique path ofC(H) 
between C and C’. [f C’ is in the upper (lower) bank of C, then ull the cuts in L except for 
C are in the upper (lower) hunk of C. 
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the number m of vertices of L. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that C’ is in the upper bank of C. If m is 2 then the lemma 
is true. Let C” be a vertex of L next to C’ and L’ the subpath of L from C to C”. If C” is 
in the upper bank of C, then by the induction hypothesis all the cuts in L’ except for 
C are in the upper bank of C. So the lemma is true. Let C” be in the lower bank of C. 
Since C’ is in the upper bank of C and C” is in the lower bank, H(C’, H) is contained in 
the upper bank of C and H(C”, H) is contained in the lower bank. Since the 
intersection of H(C’, H) and H(C”, H) is not empty, there is a vertex of H which 
belongs to the upper and lower banks of C. This is a contradiction. n 
Lemma 2.5. lf H has a perfect path system, then when al,qorithm MHS stops, 9 is 
a perfect path system of H. 
Proof. Let Y={L1, L,, . . . . Lk) be the monotone path system obtained when algo- 
rithm MHS stops with monotone paths indexed such that Li is found earlier than Lj if 
i< j. Let Gi be the remaining graph just after deleting Li. We first show that 
Yi={Ll, Lz, ...) Li ) can be extended to a perfect path system 9” of H for i < k such 
that the monotone paths in Y-Pi cover all peaks and valleys of H in Gi. For i=O, 
Y0 is empty. It can be extended to a perfect path system of H with the stated property. 
Now consider pPi. Let C be the leaf of C(G) which is chosen when determining Li, p1 
and u2 be the upper and lower ends of Li. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
C is an upper leaf of C(G) and p1 and u2 are left adjacent in g(C). Let 9’ be the perfect 
path system of H to which Pii 1 can be extended with the stated property. There are 
two cases: 
Case 1: In 9’, p, and v2 are matched to each other. 
Let L be the monotone path of P’ from p1 to II*. Note that 9’ - Yi-, is contained in 
Gi_ r So L is contained in Gi_ 1. By noting that p1 and u2 are left adjacent, all peaks 
and valleys of H in Gi_ 1 are in the right bank of Li. Since Li is the leftmost monotone 
path from p1 to ~1~ in Gi_r, the monotone paths in (S’-L--.Yi_,)u{Li) are 
contained in Gi_l and cover all peaks and valleys of H in Girl and 
W=(9’-L)u{Li} IS a perfect path system of H. Clearly the monotone paths in 
9’” --Pi cover all the peaks and valleys of H in Gi. 
Case 2: In .Y”, p, and t12 are not matched to each other. 
Suppose p1 matches valley v1 and v2 matches peak p2. Since p1 and t;2 are left 
adjacent in o(C), the clockwise order of pj’s and vj’s along the border of G is p1v1pzv2. 
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By Lemma 2.2, there is a cut C’ of H such that pi, v1 are in one bank and p2, v2 are in 
the other bank of C’. Since C is an upper leaf of C(G) when determining Li and also by 
noting the relative positions of pl, pz and v2, we have that pl, v2 and pz are in the 
upper bank of C. So C’ is contained in the upper bank of C. By Lemma 2.3, C’ is not 
yet deleted from the cut tree of H, i.e., C’ belongs to C(G). Thus all the cuts on the 
unique path from C to C’ in the cut tree of G belong to C(G) when determining Li. By 
Lemma 2.4, these cuts are contained in the upper bank of C. So C is not an upper leaf 
of C(G), a contradiction. 
By the above result, 9 can be extended to a perfect path system of H. Since at each 
iteration of Step 2, at least one cut is deleted from C(G), the algorithm ends. If the 
algorithm stops at (1) of Step 1, then 9 is a perfect path system of H. If it stops at 
Step 0, H has no perfect path system. If it stops at (2) of Step 1 or Step 2, then 9 cannot 
be extended to a perfect path system. So P is a perfect path system of H when the 
algorithm ends. 0 
By Lemma 2.5, we have the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Algorithm MHS correctly determines ifa hexagonal system has a Kekule’ 
structure. Furthermore tfthe input hexagonal system has such a structure, the output of 
the algorithm is a perfect path system. 
3. Complexity analysis 
In this section we present further properties of algorithm MHS and discuss 
data structures needed for a linear implementation. Finally, we describe such an 
implementation. 
Let C be a vertex in C(H). We partition its neighbors into two subsets. One, 
denoted by UN(C), contains all the neighbors (as cuts) above C in H and the other, 
denoted by LN(C). contains all the neighbors below C. Since all the cuts in UN(C) 
(LN(C)) are on the same level, we can assume that they are ranked from left to right. 
Let Ci, Ci+i be two consecutive cuts in UN(C) (LN(C)). Suppose Ci is on the left of 
ci+l. We use d(Ci, Ci+r) to denote the (possibly empty) subsequence of a,,,,(C) 
(alo, ,(C)) which lies on the border of H between the right end of Ci and the left end of 
Ci+ r (see Fig. 4). Clearly a(Ci, Ci+ i) contains only peaks (valleys) if it is not empty. 
Lemma 3.1. Let L he a monotone pathfound in Step 2 of algorithm MHS when cut C is 
the currently chosen leaf of C(G). If C is an upper (lower) leaf then L is in the upper 
(lower) bank of C. Moreover L does not intersect any cut which is a vertex of C(G). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that C is an upper leaf of C(G). By the 
rules of the algorithm we know that both ends of L are in the upper bank of C. Thus 
L is in the upper bank. If L intersects a cut C’ which is a vertex of C(G), then C’ is 
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Fig. 4. 
contained in the upper bank of C. Thus by Lemma 2.4, all the cuts on the unique path 
from C to C’ in C(G) except for C are contained in the upper bank of C. So C has an 
upper neighbor which is not deleted. This contradicts the assumption that C is an 
upper leaf of C(G). 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let C he a cut of H. !f C is chosen as an upper (lower) leaf ofC(G) and C’ is 
its adjacent vertex in C(G), then all peaks and valleys of H contained in H(C, H) are not 
deleted until C’ is chosen. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that C is an upper leaf. Let u be a peak 
(valley) of H contained in H(C, H). First note that any monotone path from u to 
a valley (peak) found by the algorithm must intersect C. By Lemma 3.1, u is deleted 
after C is deleted. If u is deleted before C’ is chosen, then suppose that C” is the 
currently chosen cut when u is deleted. By noting that there is a path from u to any 
vertex of H(C’, H) which may only intersect C and C’, C’ and u belong to the same 
bank of C”. Thus u is not deleted when C” is deleted, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 1. Let C he a leaf of C(G) and C’ he its adjacent vertex, Ci and Ci+l he two 
consecutive cuts in UN(C) (LN(C)). Then no element of a(Ci, Ci+ 1) is deleted until C’ is 
chosen as the current leaf 
For two adjacent cuts Cr and C2 let L(C,, C,) (R(C,, C,)) be the segment of the 
border of H between the left (right) end of Cr and the left (right) end of Cz which does 
not contain the right (left) ends of C1 and Cz. If L(C1. C,) (R(C,, C,)) does not 
intersect with any cut except for Cr , C2, let Z,(Cr , C,) (a,(C,, C,)) be the sequence of 
peaks and valleys of H contained in L(C1, C,) (R(C,, C,)) and ranked clockwise 
along the border of H, and else be empty. 










Lemma 3.3. Let C, and C, be two adjacent cuts in C(H). Then: 
(1) aL(C1, C,) (a,(C,, C,)) contains only peaks or only valleys or is empty; 
(2) if C, is chosen as a leaf and Cz is its adjacent vertex in C(G) then no element of 
cYL(C1, C,) (a,(C,, C,)) is deleted before Cz is chosen as a leaf 
Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward. For (2), we only prove the case for 
aL(C1, C,). Without loss of generality, let Ci be an upper leaf. By (l), a,(C,, C,) 
contains only peaks or only valleys or it is empty. If it contains only valleys, then these 
valleys belong to H(C,, H). By Lemma 3.2, they are not deleted until Cz is chosen as 
a leaf. If it contains only peaks, then the peaks belonging to H(C2, H), by Lemma 3.2 
again, are not deleted even after Cz is deleted. 0 
Let x be an upper (lower) leaf of C(G) and y be its adjacent vertex in C(G). If 
UN( y)(LN( y)) just contains x, let 8(x, G)= o,~, H( y, G) (c~,~, “(y, G)). If x is not both 
the leftmost and the rightmost cut in UN(y) (LN( y)), let a(x, G)=c,&x, G) 
(o,,,, H(~, G)). If x is the leftmost but not the rightmost cut in UN( y)(LN( y)), let i3(x, G) 
be the subsequence of cup, H( y, G) ( (ii,,, & y, G)) contained in the segment of the border 
of H which goes from the left end of y to the right end of x clockwise (counterclock- 
wise) along the border of H. Similarly we can define 3(x, G) if x is the rightmost but 
not the leftmost cut in UN(y) (LN( y)). The following example shows what 8(x, G) is in 
different cases (see Fig. 5). 
Lemma 3.4. Let L be a path contained in the border of H. Then all the cuts C such that 
H(C, H) contains at least one edge of L induce a subtree ofC(H). 
Proof. Since L is contained in the border of H, each of its edges belongs to only one 
H(C, H) for some cut C. Let $9 be the set of cuts satisfying the condition of the lemma. 
Let T be the subgraph of C(H) induced by the cuts in V. If the lemma is not true, let 
C1, , Ck belong to %? such that they induce a connected component of T. So there is 
at least one edge of L which does not belong to the union of H(Ci, H) (i = 1, . . . , k). Let 
e be an edge of L which is not in the union but which is incident with an edge e’ 
contained in the union. Then there is a cut C such that H(C, H) contains e. So C is not 
equal to Ci(i=l, . . . . k). Let Cj be the cut such that e’ belongs to H(Cj, H). Then the 
intersection of H(C, H) and H(Cj, H) is not empty. Therefore C is adjacent to Cj in 
C(H). This contradicts the choice of Cis. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let C he the currently chosen upper (lower) leaf’qf C(G) and C’ he its 
adjacent vertex in C(G). Then gfter C is deleted and hcfure C’ is chosen as a leqfi Z(C, G) 
does not change regardless of whether G changes or not. Moreover, if C’ is chosen as 
a lower (upper) leqf then c3(C, G) does not change after C is deleted and before C’ deleted. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let C be an upper leaf when it is chosen. Clearly by 
the definition, o’(C, G) is contained in the upper bank of C’. If the lemma is not true, 
then there is a vertex p of H in iJ(C, G) which is deleted after C is deleted and before the 
algorithm chooses C’ as a leaf. Suppose that C” is the currently chosen cut when p is 
deleted. Then C” is chosen later than C and earlier than C’. 
Suppose that C is the leftmost cut but not the rightmost one UN(C’). Let v1 be the 
lower end of the rightmost edge intersecting C and t’* be the lower end of the left most 
edge intersecting C’. Let L be the path from v1 to v2 which is contained in the border 
of H and contains the leftmost ends of C and C’. Then by Lemma 3.4, all the cuts C- 
such that H(C: H) contains at least one edge of L induce a subtree T of C(H). Clearly 
any cut 6 which is a neighbor of C’ except for C, H(e, H) contains no edge of L. So C’ 
is a leaf in T. If C” does not belong to T, then C” does not intersect L. Thus L and C’ 
are contained in the same bank of C”. Therefore i;(C, G) and C’ are contained in the 
same bank of C”. Since C’ is deleted later than C”, no vertex in Z(C, G) is deleted 
before C” is deleted. This is a contradiction. If C” belongs to T, then the unique path 
from C’ to C” in C(H) contains C. Thus when C is deleted C(G) is not connected. This 
is impossible. Similarly, if C is the rightmost but not the leftmost cut in UN(C’), there 
also is a contradiction. If C is the only upper neighbor of C’, then when C is deleted all 
the cuts in the upper bank of C’ are deleted. So C” is in the lower bank of C’, and 
?(C, G) and C’ belong to the same bank of C”. Similarly to the foregoing cases, there is 
a contradiction. 
The last case is that C is neither the leftmost nor the rightmost cut in UN(C’), then 
by Lemma 2.3, after C is deleted ?(C, G) contains only peaks. So any monotone path 
going from p to a valley has to cross C and C’. If P is the monotone path beginning at 
p and found in Step 2 with C” being the currently chosen leaf, it crosses C’. By 
Lemma 3.1, this is impossible. 
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If C is chosen as an upper (lower) leaf and C’ is chosen as a lower (upper) leaf then 
a(C, G) is in the upper (lower) bank of C’. So a(C, G) does not change after C is deleted 
and before C’ is deleted. 0 
For two sequences of vertices, A and B, let AuB denote the sequence obtained by 
appending B to A. Let a(C) be the value of a(C, G) just after C is deleted. By Lemma 
3.5, Corollary 1 and the definition of a(C) for cut C, we have: 
Lemma 3.6. Let C be an upper (lower) leaf chosen in Step 1 and UN(C) 
(LN(C))= Ci, Cz, . . , Ci. Then the initially dejined value of o(C) is 
a(C,)Ud(C1, Cz)Ua(Cz)U “’ Ud(Ci~1, Ci)U~(Ci). 
Lemma 3.1. Let C be an upper (lower) leaf' chosen in Step 1, C’ he its adjacent cut in 
C(G), and LN(C)(UN(C))=C,, . , C,, . . . . Ck with C,= C’. Then when C is deleted, 
the following hold: 
(1) Let UN(C’) (LN(C’)) only contain C. Zfr # 1, k, then 
?(C)=8(C,, c,_,)uqc,_l)u ... uqc2, c,)ua(c,)ua(c) 
U~(CrJWCk, Ck-1)u ... WC,+1)4C,, C,+1) 
(d(C)=d(C,, c,+l)ua(c,+l)u ... uqc+1, C,)uo(C,)ua(C) 
ua(c,)ua(c,, Cz)u ‘.. U?(C,- l)UfqC,_ 1, C,)). 
Zf r= 1 and rfk, then 
d(C)=d,(C, c’)ua(c)ua(c,)ua(c,, Ck_l)U ... ua(c,+,)U?(c,, C,,,) 
(3(C)=8C,, C,+,)WC,+,)u ‘.. Uo3(Ck_ 1) C~)ud(C~)uo(C)ud,(C’, C)) 
Zf r=k and r#l, then 
a(c)=a(c,, c,_l)uqc,m,)u ... u~(c,)uo(c)u~,(c, C’) 
(a(c)=z,(c’, c)ua(c)ua(c,)ua(c,) C2)u ... ud(C,_ l)Ud(C,_ I,C,)). 
Zfk=l then 
d(C)= 8,(C, c’)ucJ(c)ua,(c, C’)@(C)= d,(C’, c)ucr(c)ua,(c’ C)). 
(2) Let C be the leftmost but not the rightmost cut in UN(C’)(LN( C’)). Zfr = 1 then 
c’(C)= 8L(C, C’)ua(C) 
(3(C) = cr(c)ua,(c’, C)). 
Zf r#l, then 
a(c)=a(c,, C,-,)4(C,-,)u ... U?(C,, c,)ua(c,)uo(c) 
(a(c)=a(c)ua(c,)u(c,, Cz)u ... ua(c,m,)ua(c,-,, C,)). 
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(3) Let C he the rightmost but not the leftmost cut in UN(C’) (LN(C’)). Zf r=k then 
c:(C)=a(C)ua,(C, C’) 
(?(C)=c?,(C’, C)ua(C)). 
!f r#k, then 
a(c)=a(c)uc’(c,)u(c,, CL_I)U ~~~Uii(C,.,)U(C,.~, C,) 
(a(c)=a(c,, C,,&JlqC,,~)U ... UL?(CL_I, c,)uB(c,)uo(c)). 
(4) {j” C is neither the leftmost nor the rightmost cut in UN(C’) (LN(C’)), then 
Z(C)=o(C). 
Proof. We only prove (1) under the assumption that C is an upper leaf. The other 
cases can be checked similarly. Since C is an upper leaf chosen in Step 1 and C’ is its 
adjacent cut when it is chosen, Ci (i #r) is deleted earlier than C. So Ci (i #r) is chosen 
as a lower leaf and C is its adjacent cut when it is chosen. By Lemma 3.5, no element of 
a(C,) (ifr) is deleted before C is deleted. By Corollary 1, no element of 8(Ci, Ci+,) 
(i = 1, , k - 1) is deleted before C’ is chosen by MHS. And by Lemma 3.3, no element 
of a,(C, C’) and 8R(C, C’) is deleted before C’ is chosen as a leaf. So by the definition 
of a(C) and the above conclusions, one can check that the conclusion of (1) is true. Cl 
The above two lemmas show us how to obtain the initial value of a(C) and 2(C) 
through the present information. 
Lemma 3.8. Let C be the chosen upper (lower) leaf' by MHS and C’ be its neighbor in 
C(G). When C is deleted, there are nonnegative integers i and j such that: 
(1) ifC is the l&most cut but not the rightmost one in UN(C’) (LN(C’)), then thehrst 
i elements in c?(C) are valleys and the others are peaks; 
(2) if C is the rightmost cut but not the leftmost one in UN(C’) (LN(C’)), then the$rst 
i elements of c?(C) are peaks and the other are valleys; 
(3) fC is the rightmost as well as the leftmost cut in UN(C’) (LN(C’)), then thehrst 
i and last j elements of‘c’(C) are valleys (peaks), and the others are peaks (valleys). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let C be an upper leaf. Let C be deleted at the k”’ 
iteration of Step 1. We use induction on k to prove the lemma. We only prove (1). The 
other cases can be proved similarly. Let LN(C)=Cr, Cz, . . . . C,, . . . . Cr, where 
C,= C’. Since C is the leftmost cut in UN(C’), there are two cases: r= 1 or r # 1. 
If r= 1 then by Lemma 3.7 c’(C)=d,(C, C’)ua(C). Since a(C)=~,,,~(c, G) when 
C is deleted, by Lemma 2.3, it contains only peaks or is empty. By Lemma 3.3, 
$,~(C, C’) contains only peaks or only valleys or is empty. So the conclusion of (1) is 
true. If rf 1, by Lemma 3.7 
c?(C)=a(c,, C,_r)u8(C,_r)u ... ud(Cz, c,)ua(c,)uo(c). 
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Since C1, CZ, . . . , C,_ i are deleted earlier, this case may happen only at k> 1. When 
C1 is deleted, it is a lower leaf and C is its adjacent vertex in C(G), by the induction 
hypothesis, there is a nonnegative integer i’ such that the first i’ elements of a(C,) are 
valleys and the others are peaks. 8(C,,, C,_ i) (h = 2, . . , r) contains only valleys or it is 
empty. By Lemma 2.3 and ~(C,,)=O,~,~ (C,, G), before C is deleted (h= 1, . . . . r- 1) 
a(C,) contains only valleys or it is empty. And c_,~,(C, G)=o(C) contains only peaks 
or it is empty when C is deleted. So there is a nonnegative integer i such that the first 
i elements of a(C) are valleys and the others are peaks. 0 
By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8, we have the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.9. Let C be an upper (lower) leaf of C(G) and o(C) = x1, x2, . . . , xk when it is 
chosen and if a(C) is not empty. Then either all xi’s are peaks (valleys) or there are 
integers j and 1 (j<l) such that: 
(i) if C is an upper 1eaJ then Xi is a valley for i < j or i 3 1 and is a peak for j < i < 1; 
(ii) if C is u lower 1eaJ then xi is a peak for i < j or i > 1 and is a valley for j < i < 1. 
Now we are ready to give a linear implementation of the algorithm. The input data 
are as follows: for each vertex of H, give a 2-dimensional vector to indicate its levels in 
the x and y directions, its upper neighbor and lower neighbor lists ranked from left to 
right and the size of each such list (a neighbor of a vertex is a lower (upper) neighbor if 
it is below (above) the vertex). The following are the data structures: for each cut C, 
UN(C) and LN(C) are defined as before, tupdeg(C) and tlodeg(C) are the sizes of 
UN(C) and LN(C) respectively; S(C) is the list of the four ends of the leftmost and 
rightmost edges intersecting C; a doubly linked list double(G) is used to represent the 
sequence of all peaks and valleys contained in G which is initialized to be the sequence 
of all peaks and valleys of H; two pointers pointer1 (C) and pointer2(C) are used for 
each cut C such that when it is chosen as a leaf pointerl(C) and pointer2(C) point to 
the first and the last elements of o(C) respectively, and after it is deleted they point to 
the first and the last elements of a(C) respectively; let leaf(C(G)) be a list of the leaves 
of C(G); let tdeg(C) be the degree of a cut C in G. Instead of deleting a vertex of H or 
a cut of H (or a vertex of C(H)), just mark it. 
The following facts are clearly true: 
(i) The sum of the degrees of vertices of C(H) is less than 2n, where n is the number 
of vertices of H. 
(ii) The sum of the degrees of vertices of H is less than 3n. 
The following nine subroutines correspond to a linear implementation of the 
algorithm. 
(1) Travel around the border of H once to obtain double(H). This needs O(n) time. 
(2) Build the cut tree of H, i.e. for each cut C give UN(C), LN(C) and S(C), 
tupdeg(C) and tlodeg(C). 
This can be done in the following way: travel along the border of H clockwise once 
to find all cuts and the leftmost edges intersecting them (each time a vertical edge is 
traveled from its lower end to its upper end a new cut and the corresponding leftmost 
intersecting edge are found). Then for each cut C, since the leftmost vertical edge of 
H(C, H) is known, travel along the border of H(C, H) once to find all the upper and 
lower neighbors of C as well as the rightmost edge intersecting C. Since each edge is 
traveled at most three times, the total time for (2) is O(n). 
(3) Find all leaves of C(H). For each leaf C, set the values of pointerl(C) and 
pointer2(C). This can be done in O(n) time by searching C(H) and traveling along the 
border of H once. 
By (l)-(3), Step 0 takes O(n) time. 
(4) Travel around the border once to find all Z(C, C’), d,<(C, C’) and ZR(C, C’). 
This can be done in O(n) time. 
(5) When a cut C is chosen, if 1 C(G) I> 1, to test if it is an upper or lower leaf can be 
done in tupdeg(C)+tlodeg(C) by searching all its neighbors. Suppose it is an upper 
leaf (similarly if it is a lower leaf). Let UN(C)= Ci, Cz, . . . , Ck. Since pointerl(Ci), 
pointer2(Ci) and d(Ci, Ci+ i) are known, by Lemma 3.6 we can determine pointerl(C) 
and pointer2(C) in at most 2tupdeg(C) comparisons. If 1 C(G) I= 1, as above we can 
determine giO, ,( C, G) and (T,~, , (C, G) in at most 2(tupdeg(C) + tlodeg(C)) comparisons. 
(6) By Lemma 3.9, pointerl(C) and pointer2(C) can be used to accomplish 
Step l(3) in O(1) time. 
(7) When a cut C is deleted, we may need to find J(C), i.e. to update pointerl(C) 
and pointer2(C) and to decide if the cut adjacent to C in C(G) is a leaf or not in the 
current C(G) (if it is a leaf, add it to leaf(C(G)). Similar to (5), by Lemma 3.7 the 
updating procedure needs at most 2tupdeg(C) (Ztlodeg(C)) comparisons, if C is 
a lower (upper) leaf. To test if C’s adjacent cut is a leaf after C is deleted can be done in 
O(1) by using tdeg( *). 
By (5) and (7), in all iterations of the algorithm, to determine pointerl(C) and 
pointer2(C) for all cuts takes O(C(tupdeg(C)+tupdeg(C)+tlodeg(C)))=O(n) time. 
(8) Let C be the currently chosen cut. Suppose that 1 C(G) I> 1. Let C be an upper 
leaf (similarly if it is a lower leaf). By using pointerl(C) and pointer2(C) and 
Lemma 3.9, following pointer1 (C) and searching along double(G) clockwise we can 
find the subsequence S of consecutive valleys in o(C) with pointerl(C) as the first 
element. Similarly following pointer2(C), we can find the subsequence S’ of consecut- 
ive valleys (counterclockwise) in a(C) with pointer2(C) as the first element. Before C is 
deleted either all the elements of S and S’ are deleted or MHS stops. Thus in all 
iterations of Step 1 and Step 2, the total time of the above computation for finding 
S and S’ is O(n). After finding S and S’, by Lemma 3.9 again we can find an adjacent 
pair of peak and valley in o(C) or accomplish Step l(2) in O(1) time. If 1 C(G)1 = 1, 
using a,,,H(C, G) (which just contains peaks if H has a perfect path system) and 
(a,,, H(C, G)) (which just contains valleys), we can find each adjacent pair in O(1). Thus 
in all iterations of Step 2, finding adjacent pairs of peaks and valleys and accomplish- 
ing Step l(2) takes O(n) time. 
(9) Let C be the currently chosen cut. Suppose p and u are an adjacent pair of peak 
and valley in a(C). Assume they are left adjacent (similarly if they are right adjacent). 
The following procedure shows how to find the left-most monotone path from v to 
p in G if it exists: starting at v, always search the leftmost unmarked upper neighbor of 
the currently searched vertex. Let P be the current monotone path found with v as the 
starting point. If all the upper neighbors of the currently searched vertex x (i.e., the last 
vertex) of P are marked or x has no upper neighbors, then there are two cases: (a) if 
the last edge of P is vertical, then mark the edge and its end vertices, delete them from 
P and continue the search, (b) if the last edge of P is not vertical and x is p, then P is 
the leftmost monotone path of G between p and v. Otherwise, there is no monotone 
path between p and v. 
By induction on the number of iterations of using the above procedure and the 
choice of p and v we can easily prove that the marked vertical edges and their end 
vertices in (a) are not on any monotone path (and therefore not on the leftmost 
monotone or the rightmost monotone paths) between a peak and a valley of H in G. 
Suppose that there is a leftmost monotone path between p and v but the above 
procedure does not find it. This could happen if the last edge of p is not vertical and 
x is not p in (b). Then x is a peak which is on the left (right) bank of the left most 
(rightmost) monotone path between p and v in G. This contradicts the choice of p and v. 
Since each vertex is only marked once, the total time to find a perfect path system of 
H, if it exists, is O(n). After deleting an adjacent pair of peak and valley, updating 
double(G) takes O(1) time; pointerl(C) and pointer2(C) always are the first and the 
last elements of o(C) before C is deleted. 
To summarize all the above (l)-(9), we have the following. 
Theorem 3.1. Algorithm MHS can be implemented in O(n) time. 
From the perfect path system found by the algorithm, a perfect matching of the 
input hexagonal system can be found in O(n) time. 
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